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Introduction

The exhibition coincides with the 120th birthday of the artist and 
writer Otto Nebel. It is a first ever presentation of his entire oeuvre 
of painting and literary work. The show is dedicated to an artist who 
lived for many decades in Bern and who devoted his pictures and 
words to a «higher order of things.» In 1969 Nebel donated around 
200 artworks to the Kunstmuseum Bern. After he died in 1973 his 
legacy was preserved in the Otto Nebel Foundation, which is based 
in Bern. The Foundation not only has the custody of 2000 painted 
works, 4000 drawings, hundreds of linocuts, a few papier collé pic-
tures, and mosaics but likewise of an extensive archive of literary 
documents and letters. Our retrospective explores how Otto Nebel’s 
visual representation in the media of painting, drawing, printmaking, 
and collage is interrelated with his literary work; that is, our thematic 
lens is that of image and word/script. We are presenting Otto Nebel’s 
key works in painting and writing according to subject matter and 
biographical stages and situations.
Already at the beginning of the tour, the exhibition demonstrates 
that word and script have a high priority: After all, the artist called 
many of his paintings Runenbilder (runic images) and comprehended 
runes as codified script imagery, as signifiers of a kind of calligra-
phy. The Runenbilder are closely related to his poems Runenbilder are closely related to his poems Runenbilder Runen-Fugen
(see part 2). The large-format painting Fuge in Graublau (Fugue in 
grey-blue) from 1962 is a later version of a 1932 painting that was 
destroyed during the Second World War. In Otto Nebel’s words, this 
painting reduces his art to a common denominator and unites the 
widely disparate elements of his work.
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The first part of the exhibition, which can be more aptly described as 
a passageway, focuses on Otto Nebel’s beginnings as a painter and 
writer. The cutthroat reality he experienced during the First World 
War as a young soldier and army reserve lieutenant influenced his 
wish to pursue an artistic career. Landmarks for making this decision 
were the commemorative exhibition for Franz Marc and Otto Nebel’s 
acquaintance with Herwarth Walden, whom he met in 1916 in Berlin. 
Walden provided an important platform for avant-garde approach-
es in art, literature, and music with both his Der Sturm gallery and 
the journal with the same name, and thereby greatly facilitated the 
breakthrough of expression.
Otto Nebel’s distressing experiences during the War is the central 
theme in his literary debut Zuginsfeld (1920). In the exhibition it is 
presented together with documents related to the publication’s 
genesis and also with an original soundtrack. Zuginsfeld picks up the Zuginsfeld picks up the Zuginsfeld
threads of August Stramm’s poetry and the ensuing Der Sturm School 
while, however, exploring new paths. The literary collage depicts the 
mayhem of War by adopting its typical language. Associatively and 
playing with words, Otto Nebel produced never-ending word chains 
using authentic word snippets from military orders, passwords and 
watchwords, headlines, folk songs, and from the language of the 
 educated in Wilhelmine Germany. The satiric bite of the textual col-
lage is visually manifest in the series of drawings for Zuginsfeld,
which he first executed in 1930. With a barbed pen Otto Nebel made 
caricatures in 50 pen-and-ink drawings of the military and other 
groups in society who, in his eyes, stirred up elation for the War. The 

1
Early Work

grotesque figures are strongly reminiscent of the imagery used by 
Georg Grosz and Otto Dix. 
War likewise tragically impacted Otto Nebel’s work in that almost all 
of his pictorial oeuvre created prior to 1933 was destroyed in Berlin 
during the Second World War. Therefore we know little of his early 
paintings, drawings, and prints. His first linocut [ohne Titel/Untitled]
(1925), and the water color Semiserio (1921) represent Otto Nebel’s 
lost early work in the exhibition. Nebel was in touch with well-known 
artists and writers during the disoriented post-war era of inflation. 
He lived in precarious conditions and, among other jobs, took on 
commissions in order to survive (see the cover design for Die Dame
magazine of 1920). He sought refuge in the utopia of art as the 
contrasting program to his dismal plight. In 1920, Otto Nebel joined 
 forces with Rudolf Bauer and Hilla von Rebay (one of her artworks 
hangs in this part of the exhibition) and formed the group Die Krater / 
Das Hochamt der Kunst (The crater / The high mass of art). The three 
artists shared the view that painting should be purely non-figurative, 
zeroing in on artistic experience and emotions. The notion that the 
revolution of modern art could also lead to a wished-for transforma-
tion of society linked them to other avant-garde groups of artists 
and writers. Even if the group did not stay together long, the ideas it 
pursued remained fundamental for Otto Nebel’s work.



The four large Runen-Fahnen are the eye-catchers of this space 
in the exhibition. Otto Nebel executed them for his poem Unfeig
(1924/25), which is a pivotal work for his notions about the alpha-
bet. He called the poem a runic fugue. In Unfeig, as in his other runic 
fugue Das Rad der Titanen (1926/1957), he used only nine or twelve 
letters of the alphabet. The Runen-Fahnen are optical scores that 
visualize the interplay between individual letters of the alphabet and 
their various facets. Analogous to the fugue in music, in the runic 
fugues the vowels and the consonants chosen at the beginning de-
termine the «theme», which is continually repeated and transformed 
by expansion, reduction, and inversion. Otto Nebel’s goal in reduction 
and concentration of linguistic material was to create a contrasting 
language to hackneyed everyday language and its rational use. He 
wrote: «The miseducated people of our times are deaf to words and 
blind to images. They do not hear what they read. What they write, 
they cannot see.» Otto Nebel believed that he regained the direct-
ness lying hidden behind the conventions of language in individual 
words and letters of the alphabet. With a format larger than man-
size, the Runen-Fahnen intimate that the whole body should partici-
pate in reading. 
The Runen-Fahnen are a fourfold visual representation of the origi-
nal beginning of the text: Runic Flag 1 displays the wording in a ty-
pography invented by Otto Nebel. Runic Flags 2–4, in turn, replace 
Latin characters with another system of signs and thereby break 
with habitual perception. The individual letters of the alphabet can 
no longer be overlooked; the spectator can in no way overlook them. 

2
Runen-Fugen (Runic fugues) and
Runen-Fahnen (Runic flags)

Runic Flag 2 records the sounds by allocating each one a special 
form and color affiliated to its specific qualities. Runic Flag 3 takes 
on the level of characters, which we become aware of as graphic 
unities and forms by means of alienation. Runic Flag 4 combines 
both aforementioned aspects. Otto Nebel understood characters 
or runes as independent linguistic entities whose sound or acous-
tic and visual dimensions were the key part of an artwork. The runic 
fugues, however, represent an experimental search for the «inner 
sound» (Kandinsky) of words and letters, their impact on the emo-
tions. Although the fragments of Uns, unser, Er sie Es (1922) are to 
be read as preliminary attempts that culminated in the runic fugues, 
they nevertheless have a very independent and distinct quality. In 
the original single sheets that were bound together to make the 
book, Otto Nebel drafted an ABC using painted geometric symbols. 
On these folios he attempted, at least partly, to find a correspond-
ence between characters and sounds. The artist reworked them later 
into collages of paper cuttings making extremely short poems. These 
works underscore the parity between word and image in his work, 
between literary and visual forms of expression.
His legacy of manuscripts gives insight into the writing process be-
hind the runic fugues and gives a palpable impression of how con-
tent is dependent on language.



Even before Otto Nebel «officially» gave up using representational 
visual language he created a number of non-objective works, which 
often had titles taken from music terminology: Animato, Doppio 
movimento, Rondo con brio, Assez gai or Con Tenerezza. They were 
produced during the 1930s, some during his sojourns in Italy. Otto 
Nebel compared his endeavors with those of an orchestra conductor 
who «rehearses» a score with an orchestra. These works herald his 
non-objective work.
This is very much what Wassily Kandinsky had in mind in his trail-
blazing book Concerning the Spiritual in Art: «Musical sound acts di-
rectly on the soul and finds an echo there because, though to vary-
ing extents, music is innate in man.» With increasing tendencies to 
abstraction, Kandinsky too referred to music and sought to express 
emotions – analogous to writing scores – with colors and forms in 
his Compositions, Improvisations, and Impressions.
Otto Nebel untiringly demanded of spectators that they open them-
selves up to the «resonating tones» of the pictures they view.
On the opposite wall in this room of the exhibition, examples of the 
so-called Runen-Bilder (Runic pictures) have been hung because Runen-Bilder (Runic pictures) have been hung because Runen-Bilder
Otto Nebel asserted that: «My painting is poetry, the sister of my lin-
guistic art. Where language ends is where the runic order of symbols 
begins.»

3
«Musical» Works

Italy was an eternal magnet for Otto Nebel. During his 1931 three-
month stay in Italy, he compiled his Farben-Atlas von Italien (Italian 
color atlas; see the display case). It was to be the essential basis for 
many future pictorial compositions. In his explanations on the pages 
opposite the individual plates, the artist added remarks on the over-
all ambience of the respective views. The greater the variety of color 
and the more conspicuous the «resonance», the more generously he 
calculated the geometrical figures and the colored rectangles. And 
he also «portrayed» the objects by their color-values and «sounds» 
– whether it was paint on house walls or fishing boats, whether olive 
or pine groves, mountain ranges or beaches. Ultimately, Otto Nebel 
compiled a «psycho-historical» catalogue by classifying certain 
colors according to personal optical impressions, and with the re-
sulting scales he laid the basis for his future work.
How important the color atlas would be for the artist from now on 
when he was designing or composing pictures can be not only seen 
in works such as Rivoli, Pompejanisches (Pompeian), Camogli, Recco
or Arkadisches (Arcadian), but already in the sheets Siena I to III. As 
a former construction expert he was often greatly taken by architec-
tural aspects. In Siena the earthen colors of the brick buildings domi-
nate. They are interwoven by rhythmic accents – of light and shade, 
rust-red and olive-green. On the other hand, all sorts of variations of 
blue and gray dominate in the works in which he took the atlas plates 
of Florence to hand (Toscanische Stadt/Tuscan City, 1932), the city 
in which the artist repeatedly took refuge in the future. The works 
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Italy / Arcadia



that are related to Florence are especially full of allusions to archi-
tectural motifs and colorful momentary flashes, and infused with the 
city’s characteristic bright light. One can encounter more Arcadian 
themes later in the exhibition. To conclude this topic: after going 
into exile Otto Nebel interpreted both building motifs and landscapes 
through the lens of the Farben-Atlas (Color atlas). 

Display Case: The Grunow Theory
Otto Nebel developed a consciousness early for how color, sound, 
and movement interact from the music pedagogue Gertrud Grunow
(1870–1944). Her course was taken up in the basic educational pro-
gram of the Bauhaus in Weimar. She laid the foundations for a method 
of art education based on a systematic focus on color as an elemen-
tary sensory stimulus. It was developed further by Otto Nebel’s wife 
Hilda over many years, she had been Grunow’s assistant at the Bau-
haus. The systematic approach in Otto Nebel’s  Farben-Atlas (Color 
atlas) very likely had its roots in Grunow’s ideas about the interaction 
between form, color, and sound. 

Display Case: Letter to Elsi Ammann
Elsi Ammann and Otto Nebel wrote to one another for almost 37 
years. Their correspondence began with letters that can be classi-
fied as love letters written between March 1934 and April 1935. The 
letters were written by hand (in German cursive script), and pictorial 
and figural elements were included on the individual sheets. The let-
ters are undeniably classifiable as «art letters» and, with their de-
sign and content, make up quite a unified series. 



5
«Architectural Structures of Signification»

Already Otto Nebel’s early harmoniously balanced groups of houses 
as cubes within cubes resembling crystalline structures reveal the 
hand of an artist who had likewise been educated in the field of ar-
chitecture (Es schneit/It is snowing, 1929 /  1929 /  1929 Uferdorf im Schatten/
Village on the river in the shade, both 1929). 
Otto Nebel’s Farben-Atlas von Italien from 1931 influenced his work 
for a long time. Sometimes he applied a method of individual brush-
strokes in layers to subdue the heaviness of the architectural struc-
tures and to enhance the atmosphere in parts of the landscape. 
 Several works, such as the freely rendered and graceful Mit dem 
Mond der lieben Frauen (With the moon of kind women) and the Dorf 
an der Küste (Village on the coast) or Bauformen und Grün (Archi-
tectural forms and green) were executed shortly before he went on 
the decisive journey to Italy. They demonstrate that Otto Nebel could 
verify some of the answers he was looking for in the Mediterranean 
country. During a very difficult period in 1933 he painted Das grüne 
Sommerschloss (The green summer castle). At first glance it appears 
to be an imaginary architectural landscape in various green tones. 
But in fact it is also a picture of Murten Castle – which is not far from 
Montelier where Nebel and his wife spent their first months in exile. It 
is one of the «architectural structures of signification» in which the 
artist dissolves the architectural outlines of cities and towns by ap-
plying many layers of brushstrokes and submerges the image in the 
shimmering green transparency of Seeland, the Bernese lakes dis-
trict. As early as 1930 he executed Es dämmert (Erromardie) (Twilight 
in Erromardie) in Guéthary. The fine strokes break up the density of 

color, making it transparent, and infuse the architectural elements 
with airiness and light. In the work Ein Dorf träumt vom Monde (A 
village dreams of the moon, 1934), made of a mixture of burnt sand 
and oil paint, the artist contrasts warm and cold tones. The contrast 
seems, however, to be reconciled by the sphere of fire that repre-
sents the moon and majestically hovers over the cosmic landscape. 
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Musartaya, die Stadt der tausend Anblicke
(Musartaya, the city of a thousand views)

Otto Nebel spent a further sojourn in Florence in 1937/38 because as 
a refugee he had to leave Switzerland for a few months together with 
his wife. 
During the stay he produced the picture series Musartaya, die Stadt 
der tausend Anblicke (Musartaya, the city of a thousand views). The 
series is a poetic invention and comprises 130 works – drawings, 
gouaches, tempera paintings, and one oil painting. He created an 
imaginary world inhabited by numerous figures. The names and par-
ticulars about the function or activities of certain figures reveal a nar-
rative that exists only in images. The beholder is free to interpret the 
context.
The series contains also a picture of a cathedral (Kathedrale), a 
chapel for the ruling families (Kapelle der Herrscher), a «gem church» 
(Kleinodkirche), as well as a yellow abbey (Gelbe Abtei). 
Otto Nebel likewise created numerous painted mosaic pictures for the 
series. The mosaic technique was something he picked up in Ravenna 
while staying there. With the brush tip he added each stone dot for 
dot, a method that can easily be interpreted as an elaboration of his 
«dot-veil style». 
While working on the Musartaya series, Nebel also executed the runic 
fugue Das Rad der Titanen and we don’t have to look too closely to 
find common denominators: Both depict archaic culture in epic form. 
The paths of Florence and Musartaya seem to constantly intersect. A 
plausible explanation is that Otto Nebel was looking for a new home-
land in this imaginary place of refuge. He saw the imaginary city in 
politically threatening times as a symbol of hope and as a possibility 

to escape.
The display case presents documents belonging to and notes by Otto 
Nebel that describe and reveal the difficult living and working condi-
tions during his exile in Bern (1933 – 1945).
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Cathedrals

Otto Nebel was especially fascinated by cathedrals as subject mat-
ter. Already during his stay in Paris in 1929 he filled his sketch books 
with views of the cathedrals Chartres and Notre Dame de Paris. He 
took up these designs again repeatedly, even after 1939, that is, 
even subsequent to his having studied Emanuel Swedenborg’s writ-
ings and having joined this philosopher’s «New Church» during a pe-
riod of historical and personal crisis.
With a series of large-format cathedral pictures, Otto Nebel made an 
important contribution to subject matter that preoccupied a circle 
of distinguished artists. But in contrast to, for example, Lyonel Fei-
ninger or Robert Delaunay, whose Gelmeroda or respectively Saint 
Severin series explore the play of color and light on the facades of 
the architectural monuments, Otto Nebel executed his «cathedral 
views» exclusively of their interiors. Here he felt – in his words – 
nothing «worldly», always yearning for the «grand spiritual order». 
The light penetrating through the stained glass windows appears 
to soften the masses of stone, and the inner space opens up un-
expectedly with numerous structural horizontal and vertical lines, 
window tracery, and buttresses. All this the artist combined into a 
harmoniously balanced and two-dimensional net-like structure. 
The cathedral pictures make up an important and outstanding dis-
tinctive group of works in Otto Nebel’s oeuvre. At least thirteen 
paintings that were finished from 1930 to 1945 belong to it. His regu-
lar and intensive preoccupation with the subject matter of church 
interiors is again a reference to Nebel’s past and education as a con-
struction specialist, and also is related to the fact that he grew more 

religious with time. It is very obvious that this subject matter was 
very much on his mind. An especially interesting fact is that the artist 
overpainted five of the works after several years.



8 and 9
Abstraction and the Non-objective

The next museum rooms take up the issue of Otto Nebel’s «non- 
objective art.» The artistic freedom he experienced after leaving 
Germany in 1933 allowed him to increasingly turn away from repre-
sentational painting. The gallerist Jeanne Bucher played a role in this 
transformation in his art. Otto Nebel met her in April 1937 in Paris. She 
had several artists representing the «new» art in her program, and 
among them was Wassily Kandinsky. Thus Otto Nebel had contact to 
the cosmopolitan union Abstraction – Création [see Begebenheiten 
im Lichtgelb (Incidents in light yellow), Schwebend (Suspended), or 
Fröhliches (Happy), all 1937]. In 1938, Otto Nebel first officially used 
the term «non-objective» in his work catalogue, and among such 
pieces classified in this way is work number «U2», Animato. As early 
as 1936 onwards he was able to sell works to the newly founded 
«Museum of Non-objective Painting» in New York, that is, to the 
institution that is now the Guggenheim Museum. Otto Nebel’s con-
nections to this museum were of fundamental importance to him, 
because from 1933 – in exile in Bern – he was without a work permit. 
He had especially Wassily Kandinsky’s recommendation to thank for 
the Guggenheim’s support, as well as the goodwill of his friend from 
his first years in Berlin, Hilla von Rebay, who was the initiator and ad-
ministrator of the Guggenheim Foundation. This generous and con-
tinuous support continued during the Second World War and lasted 
until 1951. Today 36 works of art by Otto Nebel dating from 1936 to 
1948 still belong to the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum Collection 
in New York. Others have been sold in the meantime; the exhibition is 
able to show a few of these items: Herbst-Hymnus (Autumn–Hymns), 

1942; Juni-Bild (June picture), 1946; Juni-Bild (June picture), 1946; Juni-Bild Überwindung (Will power), 1946. 
The fact that Otto Nebel, after the mid-1930s, explored abstract 
painting more intensively is linked to a present he received from his 
wife Hilda at Christmas in 1935: an edition of I Ching: Book of  Changes.
In the ancient Chinese oracle book he found further confirmation for 
his ideas about «inner radiance». Additionally he found support for 
his art in the hexagrams and line illustrations in the Chinese book. 
Thus the title Dui (Das Heitere/The serene) of a work from 1939 is 
taken directly from a symbol in the Book of Changes. The snaking line
that so often crops up in Otto Nebel’s artworks corresponds with the 
Chinese motif of the dragon as a symbol of creative power. It is a key 
form of design and can be found in many variations in his art. 
Additionally, since the 1940s, a sometimes rather irritating patch of 
color standing out against the rest of the composition crops up in 
some of his works. Otto Nebel called it the «ennobling patch of color» 
and acknowledged its special strength and impact on the overall 
picture. According to the situation and its brilliance, it creates an 
overarching power between the various elements in a composition.
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The Near East Series

In this section we are exhibiting a selection of a series called the 
Nah-Ost-Reihe, that is, Otto Nebel’s Near East series. The whole work 
comprises sixty large-format sheets. In 1962, Otto Nebel traveled by 
boat to the Near East via Dubrovnik and Mykonos to Istanbul, Sochi, 
and Bursa. The drawings optically resemble Arabic or Cyrillic charac-
ters and, to a great extent, are executed on gray or black «imperial-
quality paper». Otto Nebel considered them to be visual runic narra-
tives that were closely related to his literary texts.
As mentioned at the beginning of the tour of the exhibition, the im-
pressions he gathered on his Near East tour prompted Otto Nebel 
to paint – after thirty years – a new version of his Fuge in Graublau
(Fugue in gray-blue) (see at the beginning of the exhibition)., which 
was executed in 1932 and destroyed in 1943 in Berlin during an air 
raid. The artist considered the destroyed painting to be one of his 
leading artworks. Thus Otto Nebel’s abstract painting had come to 
the full circle in the Orient.

«Here I encountered the Arabian runic script like the voice of a gar-
gantuan bell that rang amen to my painting. Bursa: the greatest con-
firmation of my non-objective art, just as Chartres became the great-
est of my cathedral pictures.» (Otto Nebel, Diary)

11
Artist’s Archive

An early manifesto which Otto Nebel has contributed to asserted 
that «art is order». Establishing order is a leitmotif throughout his 
work. This section of the exhibition presents his estate, which he 
had already ordered with the meticulousness – and according to the 
principles – of an archivist. 
He subdivided his immense artistic oeuvre comprising several thou-
sand works of art in categories that he numbered and described 
in detailed catalogues. He ordered his documents as if they were 
part of a collection in the classic sense. He glued them into or filed 
them into cardboard folders and added comments to the contents, 
where and when items were made, and then classified them as part 
of the «Sammlung: Otto Nebel Vermächtnis» (Collection: Otto Nebel 
Legacy) with a stamp or printed labels. The stamp likewise signified 
that works or documents were the property of the foundation and 
therefore not for sale. As he did not find a publisher for a big part 
of his texts during his lifetime he put all his hopes into his media 
afterlife. He attempted to steer an edition that was to be published 
at some uncertain time in the future as much as he could. Fearing ty-
pographical errors he developed further labeling modes to authorize 
works, such as «ready for press, final version Otto Nebel». His card-
board seal imitations are forms of verification. They signified that his 
manuscripts were documents with a kind of legally valid character. 
But, just as he did with his pictures, he reworked even the texts that 
he had priorly marked as ready for press. His use of a stamp, seals, 
and labels has something playful about it too and definitely has an 
aesthetic side to it. 
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Bavaria and Ascona

Around 1926 to 1928 Otto Nebel was often in the Bavarian village 
 Kochel, not far from Murnau. He loved to regularly visit Ascona as well.
In Kochel he founded a wallpaper factory and met with much adver-
sity and red tape, forcing him very soon to give up the experiment. He 
designed numerous wallpaper designs at the time, and was able to 
utilize them repeatedly for his collages at a later date. During his stay 
in Kochel he often went on hikes in search of motifs in the Bavarian 
countryside.
The artist commented on his colorful drawings from this period in the 
following words: «The strangeness of the composition is to be un-
derstood humorously. The images are such that belong in children’s 
souls. They may be kept protected under glass on small round tables 
that can be revolved at will. Then mums’ can take their darlings for a 
walk around the countryside of Kochel and tell fairytales. They only 
have to read the story that Uncle Painter has laid down there.» Thus 
are the instructions that Otto Nebel gave to «read» his colorful and 
bright compositions of this period.
Late in the 1920s he returned periodically to Ascona. There he 
painted intensely colorful scenes with a southern flair (such as Aus 
 Losone (From Losone) or Ascona-Lido. The town in the Ticino region 
had a strongly Italian flair and was a key attraction for many avant-
garde artists. Among those he met there was Marianne von Werefkin, 
and they planned to start a painting school together (Cavallo rosso). 
He was additionally invited to exhibit in Ascona together with the 
artists’ group Der grosse Bär The group comprised artists such as Der grosse Bär The group comprised artists such as Der grosse Bär
Marianne von Werefkin and the founder of the group Walter Helbig. 
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Early Portfolio Artworks and Series

This space in the exhibition is devoted to Otto Nebel’s serial artworks. 
In 1929 he executed four portfolio artworks. They were conceived as 
a crossover between text and image, whereby the image was mostly 
created first and the text subsequently captured thoughts and ob-
servations on the respective work. The initial outlines in pen or pencil 
are partially visible under the colored pencil drawings. 
It is only the first series Karneval (Carnival) that has no text; presum-Karneval (Carnival) that has no text; presum-Karneval
ably in this case Nebel did not deem a corresponding text neces-
sary. A masked ball that took place in Berlin on February 9, 1929, was 
the inspiration for the carnival atmosphere Otto Nebel presents in 
a kaleidoscope of imagery and movement. In total, the artist opens 
up 26 windows for spectators, through which they can view brightly 
colored figures and clowns wearing masks as they drift past. Some 
of them have a downright eerie appearance.
Otto Nebel executed three further portfolio artworks on a trip to 
Groussey near Carolles-sur-Mer on the Atlantic coast in the Norman-
dy region as well as during a memorable visit to Paris on his way back 
home. Later he added a text to each of the over one hundred colored-
pencil drawings; they were designed in this form for the book he was 
planning with the title Schauen und Lauschen (1929–1934/1956). 
Von der Azurküste der Normandie (From the Azure coast of Norman-
dy) comprises a series of loosely associated 40 sheets and records 
a three-month sojourn in the region. Between long hikes and swim-
ming in the sea he put what he saw onto paper, although the color 
was probably added first when he arrived back in Berlin. With this in 
mind, however, he made notes on color values while still on location. 



His thematic focus is largely seascapes, flora, villages, and faces. 
The series has the subtitle of Eine Dichtung in Farbformen (A poem in 
colored forms) and was therefore obviously planned to be accompa-
nied by text from the very beginning.
The third portfolio artwork exhibited in this room is Aus Paris mit-
gebracht (Brought back from Paris) and likewise has an accompany-gebracht (Brought back from Paris) and likewise has an accompany-gebracht
ing text. The 30-sheet series of pictures is enough to demonstrate 
the strong impact the encounter with the pulsating metropolis and 
its flashing lights had on the artist during his stay from September 
12 to October 1 in 1929. The series commences with the picture 
Rüttelnder Zug (Jolting train) – and all its elements suggest move-Rüttelnder Zug (Jolting train) – and all its elements suggest move-Rüttelnder Zug
ment. The same can be said for other pictures in the series such as 
Vorstädter (Suburbanites) or Rummelplatz (Carnival square), which Rummelplatz (Carnival square), which Rummelplatz
all show multiple diverse activities simultaneously and are formally 
reminiscent of futurism. Squares, rectangles, and rhombi intersect 
and overlap, and their interplay is evocative of the variety character-
izing the city. 

14
Artists’ Relationships

This room of the exhibition presents some of the protagonists in 
Otto Nebel’s life and the people he associated with through art – by 
means of a variety of artworks from the Kunstmuseum Bern Collec-
tion and documents from Otto Nebel’s estate.
While on leave from the War in Berlin, Nebel visited the commemora-
tive exhibition at Der Sturm Gallery for Franz Marc, who fell on March 
4, 1916. Thus this pivotal artist came to his notice and was hence-
forth much admired. In Herwarth Walden he met a patron of the arts 
who later opened up options for exhibitions and publishing. Walden’s 
wife at the time, the Swedish artist Nell Walden-Roslund, ran into 
Otto Nebel again decades later in Bern – and an old friendship was 
renewed.
While Otto Nebel was staying as a guest at the Bauhaus in Weimar 
he must have painted the water-color portrait of László Moholy-
Nagy that just recently cropped up again on the art market. In 1922 
Moholy-Nagy exhibited for the first time in Der Sturm Gallery. The two 
artists met again in 1928 in Ascona, where especially Marianne von 
Werefkin had become close friends with Otto Nebel. Later Otto Nebel 
corresponded in particular with Lothar Schreyer and Georg Muche. 
They had become acquainted at Der Sturm Gallery, and all three 
sought to restore the missing metaphysical dimensions of art. Otto 
Nebel felt rapport with Albert Gleizes too. In 1935, he received a let-
ter from him in which Gleizes confirmed their artistic affinity: «Nous 
sommes sur les mêmes voies, occupés des mêmes recherches».
In the heyday of Der Sturm, Wassily Kandinsky was seen as some-
one who revitalized art and a guiding star for many artists. A large 



 segment of Otto Nebel’s work found its way into the Guggenheim 
Collection in New York through Kandinsky’s and Hilla von Rebay’s 
support (cf. part 8-9). Kandinsky and Nebel exchanged a wealth of 
letters and thereby left ample proof of their friendship. The exhibition 
is showing a few works from Kandinsky’s series Kleine Welten (Small 
Worlds) as an example of his pioneering approach to art. We must 
also not forget Paul Klee, whom Nebel also greatly admired and with 
whom he had a great deal in common. Klee’s works can be viewed in 
the exhibition Kosmos Farbe here in the Kunstmuseum Bern, which 
overlaps date- and content-wise with the present show.

15
Otto Nebel’s Technical Diversity

In this room of the exhibition you will find the various techniques of 
art production that preoccupied Otto Nebel for certain periods. The 
artist liked to experiment especially with the linocut, a great favorite 
among the German expressionists and a medium that they imbued 
with new life. After contributing to Der Sturm journal in the early 1920s 
he began to work with this printing technique again, in particular in 
1936, and produced the 7-series artwork Gastgeschenk in Schwarz-
Weiss (Hospitality gift in black-and-white), a self-contained series 
of 210 linocuts – some of them almost miniatures – presenting a fu-
sion of his hitherto art and form vocabulary. The subject matter of 
his linocuts follows the repertoire of his colored works on paper and 
sketches as well as paintings, and occasionally they explore paths 
for developing entirely new genres. Otto Nebel produced linocuts 
continually alongside his other work. The medium opened up new 
and diverse avenues of expression. Again and again he returns to 
this technique and experimented with different kinds of linoleum and 
various layers of colors. In this way he achieved a multilayer print 
very similar to the effect he strived for in his other pictures, that is, 
to achieve an airy spatial effect. 
He also included cuttings from his linocuts in his papiers collés and 
collages. In them he additionally utilized his Kochel wallpapers. Otto 
Nebel also regularly experimented with reverse glass painting. This 
form of art he discovered during a stay in Upper Bavaria, where it was 
very popular for devotional and votive pictures. Late in life he started 
to explore this technique again and produced spirited and colorful 
abstract compositions on glass panels.
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Acting and Masks

In 1913/14, Otto Nebel studied acting with Rudolf Blümner and 
 Friedrich Kayssler at Berlin’s Lessing Theater. He could not take on 
his first acting engagement at the theater in Hagen, however, be-
cause he was called up for military service. When he was finally given 
a work permit in Bern decades later, he worked as a radio speaker, 
and after 1951 earned his living as an actor at the newly founded 
Berner Kammerspiele (later Atelier Theater and today Atelier Theater and today Atelier Theater Theater an der 
Effingerstrasse). Until 1954 he was engaged for a total of 25 roles. 
Until recently still many people in Bern fondly remembered him as a 
clever actor among popular Bernese stars of the time such as Franz 
Matter, Linda Geiser, Lucia Scharf or Hans Gaugler. Nebels wife, Hil-
da, too was occasionally given minor roles, so that they sometimes 
stood together on the stage. Otto Nebel made friends with his col-
leagues at the theater and sometimes drew pictures of them. On the 
occasion of an outdoor staging of a Shakespearean drama in Kocher 
Park he executed the work Zwei Schauspieler vor dem Auftreten (Two 
actors before going on stage) for a contest that had as its subject 
«Picture with two figures». The actors merge with their surroundings 
in the shadows of the trees, waiting for their cue. The three large 
paintings Das Spiel kann beginnen! (The play may begin! 1955), Das Spiel kann beginnen! (The play may begin! 1955), Das Spiel kann beginnen! Die 
Spannung wächst! (The tension rises! 1956), and the center panel of Spannung wächst! (The tension rises! 1956), and the center panel of Spannung wächst!
the triptych Schau, Spiel und Spuk (Look, play, and spook, 1956) are 
all linked to his stage experience and convey this side of his life in 
colorful abstraction.

Biography Otto Nebel
1892 Born on December 25 in Berlin and named Otto Wilhelm Ernst Nebel. 
1909–1913 Traineeship as a bricklayer, and then educated as a building con-

struction specialist at the Baugewerkschule (technical college) in 
Berlin, graduated with a master craftsman diploma.

1913 Draftsman and building site manager for the extensions of the 
 Technische Hochschule in the Berlin district of Charlottenburg.

1913/14 Studied acting at Berlin’s Lessing Theater. He was not able to take 
on his first engagement in Hagen due to the outbreak of the First 
World War.

1914–1918 Military service at various fronts, from 1915 onwards he was an army 
reserve lieutenant. 

1916 November, while on leave for a short spell, he met Herwarth Wal-
den and the other Der Sturm artists. Franz Marc’s work left a deep 
 impression on him.

1918/19 Spent 14 months as a prisoner of war in Colsterdale, England. First 
versions of Zuginsfeld , Traum Mensch , and early poems.

1919–1926 In Berlin, worked as a painter and writer, worked for the art journal 
Der Sturm.

1920/21 Founded the artists’ group Die Krater together with the two painters Die Krater together with the two painters Die Krater
Rudolf Bauer and Hilla von Rebay.

1921 First solo exhibition in the Folkwang Museum in Hagen. Many of the 
works shown there were destroyed.

1922 Uns, unser, Er sie Es . Studied the writings and paintings of Wassily 
Kandinsky and Albert Gleizes intensively.

1923/24 Executed the works Unfeig, Die Rüste-Wüste , and the plans for 
Schaugaukel . On New Year’s Eve in 1923 met his future wife. She 
worked as assistant for Gertrud Grunow who researched color and 
sound at the Bauhaus in Weimar.

1924 On May 26 married Margarete Hildegard Heitmeyer (b. 1886). Was in 
Weimar from July until fall; friendship with Kandinsky and Klee. 

1924/25 Produced the four painted runic flags for Unfeig.
1925 His first linocuts were published in Der Sturm.
1926–1928 Stayed for long periods in Kochel near Munich and in Ascona in 

 Switzerland. Was co-founder of a factory for handprinted wall-
paper in Kochel. In Ascona made the acquaintance of Marianne 
von Werefkin, in Berlin also of Johannes Itten and William Wauer. 
 Became friends with Lothar Schreyer. 

1928 He participated in an exhibition together with Marianne von Werefkin 
and Walter Helbig as a guest of the artists’ group Der grosse Bär in As-Der grosse Bär in As-Der grosse Bär
cona. He planned starting a school of painting together with Werefkin.



1929 Sojourns in Normandy and in Paris. Executed the portfolio artworks. 
1930 Began the cathedral pictures series. 
1931 Produced the Farben-Atlas von Italien (Italian color atlas).
1933 In May he immigrated to Switzerland. He had difficult years ahead of 

him due to an employment ban.
1935 Stayed in Alassio, and subsequently the couple moved into a flat at 

15 Weissenbühlweg in Bern. Exhibition at the Kunsthalle Bern. First 
monograph by Kurt Liebmann.

1936–1951 With the help of Hilla von Rebay, Wassily Kandinsky brought Nebel 
to the attention of the Guggenheim Foundation in New York. Was 
supported generously by the Foundation until 1951. Still today the 
Guggenheim Museum in New York owns an impressive number of 
Nebel’s works.

1937 From August to November 1 stayed in Forte dei Marmi and subse-
quently in Florence. Produced the series of pictures Musartaya.
Continued work on the Rad der Titanen.

1941 Worked on the cathedral pictures producing new versions and 
reworking existing ones.

1942 ff. Studied the thought of Emanuel Swedenborg in depth and became a 
member of the New Church based on this philosopher’s teachings.

1943/44 Wrote the main part of Rad der Titanen.
1943 Over 100 of Nebel’s works were destroyed in Berlin due to the War. 
1944–1949 Studied Eduard Engel’s Deutscher Stilkunst: Germanized the titles of 

his pictures and of earlier writings.
1944 Solo exhibition at the Kunsthalle Bern.
1951–1955 Worked as an actor in the Berner Kammerspielen that was later to 

become Atelier Theater and is now called Effingertheater. Wrote 
articles for the Bern local paper.

1952 Acquired Swiss citizenship and became a citizen of Bern. 
1960 Gramaphone recording in Vienna of Nebel reciting poems by Stramm, 

Schwitters, and Nebel.
1962 Boat cruise to Greece and the Near East. New ideas for painting: 

Nah-Ost-Reihe (Near East series). 
1965 Received the Great Cross of Merit of the Federal Republic of Germany.
1967/68 Oeuvre exhibition at the Kunsthalle Bern. 
1969 Donated around 200 works to the Kunstmuseum Bern (exhibition 1971)
1971 The Otto Nebel Foundation was established with its headquarters 

in Bern. 
1973 died in Bern on Sept. 12.

Agenda
Öffentliche Führungen
Sonntag, 11h: 11./25. November, 
16. Dezember, 6./27. Januar, 
17./24. Februar
Dienstag, 19h: 20. November, 
11. Dezember, 15. Januar, 12. Februar
Anmeldung nicht erforderlich, 
Ausstellungseintritt genügt

Literarische Führungen mit Michaela Wendt 
mit Texten von Otto Nebel und anderen 
DichterInnen
Sonntag, 13h: 18. November, 6. Januar, 
17. Februar und 
Dienstag, 18h: 18. Dezember, 12. Februar
Anmeldung nicht erforderlich, 
Ausstellungseintritt + CHF 5.00

Wissenschaftliches Symposium, in 
Zusammenarbeit mit dem Zentrum Paul 
Klee: «Die Entdeckung der Farbe: 
Johannes Itten, Paul Klee und Otto 
Nebel»
Freitag, 30. November, 10h–18h
im Kunstmuseum Bern. 
Eintritt: ganzer Tag CHF 50.00 / 
halber Tag CHF 30.00 / Studierende gratis. 
Anmeldung nicht erforderlich. 
Bei Abgabe des Eintritttickets: 
Gratiseintritt in die Ausstellungen 
Itten-Klee, Otto Nebel und Meister Klee!
(Zentrum Paul Klee), Angebot gültig 
während der Ausstellungsdauer. 
Mit Unterstützung der Fondation 
Johanna Dürmüller-Bol 

Kunst + Religion im Dialog 
Sonntag, 2. Dezember, 15h30 – 16h15
Veranstaltung in Zusammenarbeit mit 
der evangelisch-reformierten, römisch-
katholischen und christkatholischen 
Kirche Bern.
Anmeldung nicht erforderlich, 
Treffpunkt bei der Kasse.
Kosten: CHF 10.00

Volkshochschulkurs
Mittwoch, 15h: 21./28. November, 
5./12. Dezember
Anmeldung: info@vhsbe.ch

«Für Fugengegner nur eine Urne Teer:
9 -12-16 und das poetische Prinzip 
der Runenfugen von Otto Nebel»
Dienstag, 22. Januar, 18h30
Eine Aktionslesung der Mundwerkstadt 
mit Dr. Bernd Seydel
Anmeldung nicht erforderlich, 
Ausstellungseintritt genügt

Infos
Kuratorenteam /Commissaires 
Dr.Therese Bhattacharya-Stettler 
(Kunstmuseum Bern, Projektleitung), 
Steffan Biffiger, lic.phil. (Otto Nebel-
Stiftung, Co-Kurator), Bettina Braun, 
lic.phil. (Co-Kuratorin)

Eintrittspreis / Prix d’entrée
CHF 18.00 / CHF 14.00

Private Führungen / Visites pour groupes 
T 031 328 09 11
vermittlung@kunstmuseumbern.ch

Öffnungszeiten /Heures d’ouverture
Dienstag / Mardi : 10h – 21h
Mittwoch – Sonntag / Mercredi – Dimanche : 
10h – 17h

Feiertage / Jours fériés
24./25./31.12.2012: geschlossen / fermé
01./02.01.2013: 10h –17h

KATALOG /CATALOGUE
«Zur Unzeit gegeigt...» Otto Nebel, Maler 
und Dichter. Reich illustrierte Begleit-
publikation zur Ausstellung mit Beiträgen 
von Therese Bhattacharya-Stettler, 
Steffan Biffiger, Bettina Braun, Dolores 
Denaro, Götz-Lothar Darsow, Christoph 
Geiser, Andreas Mauz, Anna M. Schafroth, 
Anja Schlegel. 360 Seiten, zahlreiche 
Abbildungen, Hardcover, gebunden. 
Deutsch. Kerber Verlag, Bielefeld/Berlin. 
ISBN 978-3-86678-695-0, ca. CHF 60.00
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Hodlerstrasse 8 – 12, CH-3000 Bern 7
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Exhibition

Duration 09.11.2012 – 24.02.2013
Opening Thursday, 08.11.2012, 18h30
Admission fee CHF 18.00/red. CHF 14.00
Opening hours Monday, closed

Tuesday, 10:00 a.m. – 9:00 p.m.
Wednesday – Sunday, 10:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m.

Public Holidays 24./25./31.12.2012: closed
01./02.01.2013: 10:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m.

Priivate guided tours T +41 31 328 09 11, F +41 31 328 09 10
vermittlung@kunstmuseumbern.ch

Curators Therese Bhattacharya-Stettler (Kunstmuseum Bern, 
curator / project manager)
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Bettina Braun (co-curator literary part)
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